
Reading 



Reading is a process involving word recognition, 
comprehension and fluency (reading with speed, accuracy 
and expression). 

•  Decoding: reading a word
• Comprehension: understanding

What is reading?



Why is reading important?

Reading is fundamental to functioning in today's society. There are many 
adults who cannot read well enough to understand the instructions on a 
medicine bottle.

Reading is a vital skill in finding a good job. Many well-paying jobs require 
reading as a part of job performance. 

Reading is important because it develops the mind and develops language 
skills. 

Reading develops the imagination which goes hand in hand with writing.

Studies show that reading for pleasure makes a big difference to children’s 
educational performance.  



VIPERS will help the pupils 
get ready for the end  of KS1 
and KS2. Preparing them for 
answering questions in the 
style of their SATS. 



             A set of familiar words within a person's language. Usually develops with age and is a useful and         
fundamental tool for communication and acquiring knowledge. Petrified, mumbled

                   
                Reading between the lines or just looking carefully at the facts and coming to conclusions.
                She picked up her umbrella and stormed out of the door. 

                 
                 Use information from a text (including titles, headings, pictures) and their  
                 own personal experiences to anticipate what they are about to read (what happens next).
                 I predict Tom will not win the race as he has hurt his leg and that will slow him down.

                  To describe, clarify or give information ; to justify your opinions. Wearing a scarf suggests it is      
cold weather. I know this because I wear a scarf when it is cold. 

                 
                To go back to the text and pick information out of the text that they have just read.
                What colour was Tom’s coat?          What word described the sound of the water?

                  Sequence – put events in the order that they happened. (First, then, next, finally).
   First Jack sold the cow, then the man gave his magic beans, afterwards he gave the beans to his mum.
                  

                 Summarise - give a brief statement of the main points and/or key events.
This book was about a lonely boy who wishes he had siblings but when his wish comes true, he realises 

that             having  a large family has its problems too.



VIPERS SONG  

V - is for vocabulary - that’s the words we use

I - is for inference - that’s thinking using clues 

P - is for predict - what happens next?

E - is for explain - using our text (because)

R - is for retrieve - you find what you’re looking for

S - is for summarise - that’s just the main events 



How to use VIPERS:
Applying VIPERS to an image

• It is easy to rehearse these comprehension skills using images. 
VIPERS questions:
 Can you think of synonyms for the word ship.

How do the men on the ship feel?

Where do you think the men are going?  

Can you say how the two boats are similar?  Why is this?

 
Approximately how many men are on each ship?       
                                                                                                                         
Summarise  what you can see on the ships.

   



National Curriculum Objective: Develop positive attitudes to 
reading and understanding of what they read by: using 
dictionaries to check the meaning of words that they have read.



Brink
Snag
Unmoving
Glided







Reading expectations

•Reading Records/ Stage book 

•Library (school and local)

•Myon – ensure that your child is logging on and reading for at 
least 20 minutes a day. Fantastic resource which allocates books 
based on child’s interest. Each child will be tested and given a ZPD 
score. 

•Children are expected to read every day to an adult/ themselves. 

•Support your child at home





Myon 



Any questions?


